Abstract. As the world industrial production requiring higher and faster efficiency, a series of manufacture processes is facing new challenges. Especially, there are two main parts according to potential profitability during each process steps. One has potential profitability that is logistics step and another is un-logistics. In this paper, there is a higher efficiency logistics system and about loading platform, material distribution and storage for shipment. The Floyd method would be an important role for planning the material distribution. An example is making the thought coming true. From the result, the production cycle that is from unloading materials to storage for shipment has be decreased with 10% to 20%. It has higher efficiency and better benefit for the factory. With the rapid development of industrial process, the higher efficiency means for that the industry holds importance position in the world.
Introduction
With the increase of worldwide industrial competition, being able to propose new products in a short lead-time and with low cost is an important concurrence advantage for companies. In order to achieve these targets, companies should concentrate on effective ways to design products faster, minimizing not just only cost and problems related to the design project phase, but also considering problems of others phases of product lifecycle. [1] In this context of collaborative engineering, the digital prototyping (based on the concepts of digital models representing the product, its physical behavior, and its manufacturing process) is a solution to test and validate a product earlier in its lifecycle [2] . This work, associated to these digital prototypes, becomes an essential tool to provide a way to design factory, during upstream phases of the product lifecycle, and so it allows reducing time spent in the product design by helping the decision making process [3] .
Digital Factory (DF) was born to design and simulate production systems throughout the product design process [4, 5] . However, if simulation of the product physical behavior can be considered well integrated to the product design project [6] and if available technologies and systems in DF exist, such approach is still not widespread and they cannot meet business needs [7] . Moreover, different actors in the company, with very different points of view are interacting in the DF scope: shipment, logistic among crafts and storage (Fig.1) . Indeed, the solution adopted for product development is to integrate different types of information (product, process and resources) as soon as possible to make the right decisions at the right time [8] . Fig.2 The sketch of the DF planning With economic development, the human logistic is face to be eliminated. Therefore, the Automated Guided Vehicles(AGVs) is rising in response to the proper time and conditions. The key issue is the automatic path search in today's increasingly large and dense transport system. The all vertices shortest path algorithm proposed by Floyd is used to calculate the shortest path between all nodes [9, 10] . Optimal path planning is the first network of roads and surface features as points and lines, and then start and end in the known circumstances, finding a shortest (or a time, least cost, shortest distance) path. In addition to the optimal path to solve a lot of ways, such as Floyd algorithms, graph theory, dynamic programming, neural network method, it is the most conventional graph search method for depth and breadth of search algorithm.
The Method For Designing Logistics
The AGVs are more and more used here. How to make local and global path planning is main idea in this paper. The local path planning is always used in unknown or part unknown situation. The AGVs are according to the feedback of sensors and know about the size and position of barrier. Finally, the AGVs will calculate an optimal path to finish its works. The AGVs have made great development with artificial intelligence and simulation algorithms. The more and more methods are used in path planning. However, in this paper, Floyd algorithm method is used here whose advantages are according to the crafts. The detail method will display as following. At first, grid map should be built. The grid rules as following (as the Fig.2 ):
(1) The environment map which is support AGVs working can be divided to 100×100 grid.
(2) The AGV occupies a square of 1×1 grid.
The barriers and machines occupy many grids whose area are form1×1 to n×n. And the value ranges of n is from 1 to 100.
After mashing, the AGVs moving directions should be planning in grid map. If the position of moving AGV was ( , ), and it had 8 directions. When the AGV moves one unit, the position will change to ( +1, +1), ( , +1), ( -1, +1), ( -1, ), ( -1, -1), ( , -1) and ( +1, -1) . The distances are (√2, 1, √2, 1,√2,1) , respectively.
The optimal path in planed of AGV. The basic rules for Floyd algorithm is to calculate the optimal path from note to . If this path is an arc, the distance is path between and . However, the path is not the best way and the optimal path should be test n times. The AGV optimal path planning procedure is showed as followed. The Floyd algorithm is based on known nodes weights and directions. By the way the AGVs path is according to nodes selections of digraph. Firstly, the nodes need to be selected from path. VLL (Vertical Line Locus) is used and the points of intersection are between the normal of tangent vectors of path and grid which is used to confirm nodes. The procedure of path planning is showed as Fig.3 . Fig. 3 choosing the nodes using VLL Fig.4 The path of AGVs based on Floyd Adjacency matrix is calculated by digraph. And weights can be gotten by the position of nodes among , , , , , . Taking for example, which is weight between and , =5+√2 represents the distance between every two points. If there is an obstacle which the path could not pass, the weight is∞. The form principle of error compensation is that the path is along the direction t. By the way, the nodes at same side of direction is used to be defined. The direction of each other is no limit for nodes at different side. And in this Floyd algorithm, the nodes have one order and direction merely. According to the direction to target node and obstacle, weighted graph of path is shown in Fig.5 , and the Eq. (1) is adjacency matrix of digraph. 
Step.2 A minimum node weight value is calculated between and . A middle note is across by to . The shortest distance which from node to node is
And the shortest weight matrix is = ( ).
Step.3 Setting No. k node between and , which is the shortest among weight matrices before.
The shortest distance is 
Step.4 Judging | | ≤ or not. If it is true, the compensation would be outputted. If it is not, grid would be changing to n n n   and the process would go to Step.1. The process would be going on and iteration is running till condition is satisfied.
Finally, the path planning is according to the Floyd algorithm and the AGVs path is setting as Fig.4 shown. Furthermore, the crafts can add path weight matrix. The logistic which uses AGVs to complete and whose path planning uses Floyd algorithm will improve efficiency. The logistic includes receiving shipment (Fig. 6 (a) ), transporting ( Fig. 6 (b) ) and putting in storage (Fig. 6 (c) ). This example has executed the design. The same production which need to be processed use less time. That means for during the same time, more and more production can be processed. And more and more benefit will be gained. The (Fig. 6 (d) ) is showing about comparison between without planning and executing design. From the result, the efficiency is improved obviously. Fig. 6 The AGVs logistic applications in planning factory
Conclusion
This paper main introduce how to plan the AGVs` path to make the processes more efficiency. Especially, for logistic system, which has potential profitability, the Floyd algorithm is added for AGVs path planning. The whole redesign thinking is practicable for a factory. With the designing, the efficiency and benefit is improved. With the increase of worldwide industrial competition, being able to propose new products in a short lead-time and with low cost is an important concurrence advantage for companies. That is the meaning for our works. Furthermore, in our next work, we try to think about more detail in craft join process.
